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VLCC
The week started on a busier note with various cargoes being quoted after
a long weekend, but charterers were quick to grab compromised tonnage
where possible. The activity got quieter as the week progressed a with
various under the radar deals being concluding there by sliding the rate
from ws51.5 to ws49 for AG/China.

Overall, a quiet week in the Atlantic and with a lot of owners ballasting
west on spec, still the rates corrected from w59.5 to w55 for WAfr/China
route.

Suezmax owners saw the rates globally tumbled as demand was lower and
lists of available tonnage rebuild. In WAfr, despite the long weekend and a
short week ahead, it started on a quiet note and the fear for a looming
downward correction, fundamentals ultimately took over sentiments. Before
to fall off a cliff, Suezmax saw traders avoiding paying them and take the
VLCC route which has been more competitive all along. Rates lost 30% to
ws117.5 USAC in one fixture bringing TD20 down to ws120 (approx. $20k /day).
East being capped by VLCC was untested.

In Med/Black Sea, political uncertainty continued in Libya had for
consequence Force Majeure in most of the ports (and export were down by
50% in April). Despite the risk of sailing towards black sea, Owners were left
with a drop in rates on TD6 from ws305 to ws250 (and a TCE still above $120k
a day), market suffering from a lower demand and an increase of candidates
for loading Kazakh oil from CPC. There was no appetitive for Med/East
however rates would logically lose value to max $4.0m basis Libya/Ningbo.
It’s worth noticing that Russian niche market keep going on and pay big
premiums. Some Owners disappeared from the regular business and only
focus on this segment since sanctions felt down (along with self-sanctioning
from various market players).

Fuel oil trade remain scarce but as freight are coming off, traders may start
to look at arb again. UKC/Singapore fixed at $4.25m but next done will be
less. In US Gulf, inquiry level lowered last week. A large tonnage availability
inevitable negatively impacted rates that were dragged down as well by
adjacent market correction and a steady Brazil market. USG/UKCM at ws90
basis 145kt. In the Middle East, market also softened in consequence of
West-African market falling. A replenished tonnage list full of ships wanting
to go East also negatively impacted the rates. To the West ended the week
still in need for a fresh test. TD23 printed at ws56 with TCE of -12,210 $/day.
Ag/East suffered from cheaper VLCC and was untested to ws95 basis 130kt.
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Aframaxes keep making the headlines with $12m paid on an Ust-Luga to
China run last week… for a second-hand vessel that had been purchased for
$12m also.. TD17 has been softening overall though and rates are having
trouble settling around any clear benchmark. ws425 for TD17 basis 100kt and
ws165 for North Sea/UKC basis 80kt… How much further can rates drop ?

Short Easter week. The Med market was defined by limited activity as force
majeure was imposed on Mellitah, Zueitina, Zawia and Brega. As such,
exports have been dire and sentiment gradually deflated, as back-to-back
hits on Wednesday and Thursday saw cross Mediterranean rates shed 70 (!)
points week-on-week. Hope rests on a busy second decade ex CPC, and on
when - and if - Libya comes back online. Cross Med is around ws[150-160],
Sentiment is soft. -50 000
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The MR’s continue to firm after a flurry of cargoes last night. The position
list is now looking very tight, right up until 10th May and available
tonnage will certainly be charging a premium. We’ve still not really seen
any routes other than TC17 tested, but with the LR’s picking up, this
should give owners the opportunity to push for more on upcoming
stems. Sentiment is still very firm, and with a few uncertain itineraries on
subs, replacement jobs are to be expected. With the list looking this tight,
rates are expected to continue to rise, and owners won’t be doing any
favors any time soon, particularly for ballast tonnage.

The LR1 segment has seen some healthy new enquiry in the market.
Furthermore, higher rates continue to go on subs on each successive
fixture. TC5 is now on subs at ws185 basis 55kt and Sikka/UKC on subs at
$3.15m. It’s likely that charterers will test the LR2 segment to see if any
good candidates for their LR1 stems. Sentiment is currently firm.

A slow start as it stands on the LR2 front. But the list is still at a pivot and
any sign of activity we will for sure start to see the rates improving.
Owners have a bullish hat on especially with the activity taking place on
the LR1 segment. The rates LR1/LR2 are close to par going west and this
will trigger LR2 owners to start to ask for more money to widen the fixing
gap between the segments. And we should not forget the element of the
off-market deals that is still sucking tonnage. Sentiment is steady to firm.

Handies: Northern rates remained steady following the long weekend, as
a handful of fresh UKC stems chipped away at the list. However, thanks
to a steady influx of fresh enquiry, the market has regained some ground
over the last couple of days and should current demand levels hold into
next week, we expect more upward pressure on rates.

MRs: It's been a fairly active week, yet charterers have managed to keep
rates stable throughout by drip feeding cargoes into the market and
taking ships quietly off market, but with this activity and going into next
week we will likely see a jump from last done levels especially with
plenty of ships delaying in the North and with a strike in Antwerp not
helping charterers to find a ship with a safe itinerary, so we could also
see some replacements as well if that continues.

LRs: TC16 firmed by about 40 points this week, hitting ws175. This surge
was mainly due to the strong USG market, as vessels opening in West
Africa were ballasting towards the Gulf for higher earnings, while the
firming Middle East market has also absorbed at least one LR1 so far.
Most cargoes in Europe have now been covered, and the sentiment, as
we advance, is stable. LR2 rates firmed this week, with TC15 gaining about
$400k. The strong Aframax market has been attracting some LR2 Owners,
firming the market in this segment. The list looks more balanced;
however, firming a Middle East market could start drawing LR2s west of
Suez once again.

From the start of the week, Med Handies rates took a substantial knock
as demand failed to keep up with the supply of vessels. Although we’ve
seen moments of reasonable enquiry, particularly in the East, it’s not
been enough to stall a build-up of tonnage across the region –
encouraging charterers to challenge last-done levels continually. With
weak demand over the last couple of days, although rates remain in
the ws300s, this market is only heading in one direction.

MRs in the Med continues to pay a fairly hefty premium so that will also
help owners try to push rates in the North to come more in line with we
are seeing down there.
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Big trouble in big China?
At the start of the year, we flagged China as the key downside risk to tanker demand this year. Although
this has been eclipsed by the events in Ukraine, the worrying spread of Covid in China and Beijing’s
persistence with a zero-tolerance approach to tackling the outbreak continue to cast a long shadow over
oil and tanker markets. This week, we examine the impact of the outbreak and discuss how tanker
demand in and out of China could evolve over the remainder of the year.

Zero Tolerance! By the time of writing, China was reporting around 30,000 new Covid cases per day.
Although this is low compared with new daily cases in Europe and the US, these are having an enormous
impact on the Chinese economy due to Beijing’s persistence with a zero-tolerance approach to Covid.
According to latest reports, approximately 400 million people were under some kind of movement
restriction in China. Furthermore, we do not anticipate that the Chinese administration will deviate from
their zero-tolerance approach until after the Communist Party National Congress which should take place
in November and during which Premier Xi Jinping is likely to push for a rare third term.

Demand being walloped! At the turn of the year, we projected Chinese oil demand to grow by 0.6 mb/d in
2022 which would make it the largest contributor to global growth, outshining both the US (0.4 mb/d) and
India (0.3 mb/d). However, in light of China’s current struggles, we have downgraded this projection to 0.4
mb/d with the downward revision centred on the first half of the year. Latest information from China
suggests that lockdowns have curbed domestic oil demand by almost 1 mb/d (7%) over recent weeks.
Furthermore, there has been some contagion in kerosene demand as Chinese airlines have significantly
reduced their schedules as China’s borders essentially remained closed. Our projection implies that,
although Beijing will persist with its zero-tolerance approach until at least the end of the year, it will
gradually bring the outbreak under control which will permit the gradual easing of lockdowns. For this
reason, our Chinese oil demand projection is similar to 2019-20 when demand also grew by 0.4 mb/d.

Product-by-product breakdown. Although demand across the barrel has fallen in line with China’s
dimming economic growth prospects (Chinese GDP growth in 2022 is now estimated at 2.5% compared
with 2.9% in December 2021), we project that middle distillates have taken the greatest hit so far. Notably,
gasoil demand is being curbed by less freight activity. Meanwhile, kerosene demand is taking a hit from
the aforementioned reduction in commercial aviation activity with preliminary data pointing to it falling
by around 30% year-on-year in March with further falls anticipated in April. On the other hand, we suggest
that petrochemical demand remains healthy judging by shipping data which indicate that imports of
feedstocks into China and exports of petrochemical products out of China remain strong. Indeed, data
suggest that apparent Chinese LPG demand recently hit a record level as many of its crackers have
switched away from competing naphtha in the wake of high international oil prices.

Refining hamstrung, leading to lower crude imports. As Chinese demand has taken a hit, so refiners have
reduced their activity to avoid a repeat of the build-up of product stocks which occurred in 1H20. In turn,
this has seen Chinese seaborne crude imports drop back by around 1.6 mb/d (16%) year-on-year to 10.1
mb/d in March, their lowest since last October. Official data suggest that, on a year-on-year percentage…
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Topic of the Week (cont.)
…change basis, Chinese imports from all regions have dropped. However, in terms of absolute levels,
imports from the US, West Africa and Latin America have fallen the most. In contrast, imports from the
Middle East have remained relatively stable. We attribute this to the majority of Middle Eastern volumes
being sold under long-term contract while volumes from elsewhere are largely sold on a spot basis.
Interestingly, Russian volumes have fallen. However, we anticipate that these will rebound over the
coming weeks judging by the volumes of Russian oil being carried by tankers currently signalling for
China. Furthermore, the fact that Middle Eastern volumes have held steady despite Chinese refiners
curbing their purchases from elsewhere indicates that the torpid Middle Eastern crude tanker market
reflects the abundance of tonnage in the region rather than any drop in demand. This also supports our
view that the Middle East VLCC market will remain challenging throughout 2022. Also, we see little
potential for imports to be supported by further government stock building as Beijing has historically
shied away from buying crude for its SPR during periods of high oil prices.

A refined product export ban on the horizon? In the first weeks of the Ukrainian conflict, Beijing openly
stated that it was examining introducing a refined product export ban in an attempt to shield Chinese
consumers from the damaging impact of high oil prices. Although this has moved off the political agenda
as Beijing grapples with Covid and as Chinese end-user product demand has slumped, we believe that
there remains the potential for it to return to the agenda in the coming months as oil demand rebounds.
As we have noted in previous issues of this Newsletter, if Beijing was to introduce an export ban, we
anticipate that this would be catastrophic for the global diesel market. China has noticeably upped it
shipments abroad over recent weeks which has largely filled the gap created by the fall in Russian
shipments. Indeed, while Chinese exports have risen from 70 kb/d in mid-February to today’s approximate
350 kb/d, Russian shipments have dropped from 1.1 mb/d to around 800 kb/d over the same period.
Indeed, we also suggest that today’s buoyant Asian MR market which is outperforming Northwest Europe,
largely reflects this trend. Furthermore, some of the recent incremental Chinese diesel barrels appear to
have been lifted on newbuild VLCCs which suggests that they are destined for the western hemisphere.
This also explains why Asian LR demand has been less than spectacular of late.

Contrasting future fortunes? Given our expectations that Chinese lockdowns will eventually be gradually
eased, we believe that Chinese tanker demand may soon exhibit contrasting trends. Firstly, crude tanker
demand will receive a boost from higher crude imports rise which will not only reflect increased refinery
utilisation, but as China is slated to commission 520 kb/d of new refinery capacity by the end of the year.
This should lead a rebound in Middle Eastern and Russian crude imports with the latter backing out
similar spot sour barrels which would otherwise be imported from countries including Brazil, Mexico and
Angola. Logically, this should help to boost VLCC and Aframax demand into China. On the other hand, the
spectre of a product export ban will hit Asian MR demand hard. Nonetheless, there could still be long-
haul Chinese diesel exports aboard VLCCS seeing as these complex logistics are normally organised
months in advance. According to BRS data, there are 15 VLCCS due to be launched from Asian yards by the
end of the second quarter which will make good candidates for such voyages.
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Market Pointers 
Crude prices weaken. Although benchmark crude prices traded in relatively narrow bands last week, the
beginning of this week has seen renewed weakness filter into markets. This bearishness stems from the
apparently worsening situation in China where lockdowns continue to spread as the Chinese government
grapples with Covid. Notably, there are fears that Beijing is in the cusp of a serious outbreak which could
see the capital locked down once more. This has fuelled fears over the pace of global oil demand growth
this year which has already seen several benchmark forecasters revised their projections downwards.
Other bearish sentiment has come from a stronger US Dollar which is being supported by rumours of
interest rate hikes there. That being said, there remains significant bullish sentiment in markets, most
notably over the possibility that the European Union could introduce sanctions on Russian oil and as
around 0.5 mb/d of Libyan production remains offline following protests there. By the time of writing,
prompt month ICE Brent was last trading at $100.50/bbl, its lowest since 11 April. Meanwhile, in the US,
NYMEX WTI was standing at $95.90/bbl.

European Union still considering introducing sanctions on Russian oil. As the Ukrainian conflict rumbles
on and shows no sign of stopping, with a top Russian general recently insinuating that Russian could look
to control both eastern and southern Ukraine, the EU is looking towards sanctioning Russia’s oil exports.
In an interview with The Times, the European Commission's executive vice president, Valdis Dombrovskis
stated that the commission was looking to introduce a sixth package of ‘smart sanctions’ without saying
what these would be or when they would be introduced. Nonetheless, this looks to be another bump in
the road to navigate for those EU-based charterers and owners still lifting crude or refined products from
Russia by tanker.

CPC terminal back up and running. According to reports, repairs to the CPC terminal have now been
largely completed which has permitted crude exports from the terminal on Russia’s Black Sea coast to
return to normal levels. By the time of writing, two of the three single point mooring systems (SPM) were
operational which, according to the terminal’s operator, will be sufficient to see loadings return to normal
over the coming days. No date has yet been set for the third SPM to return to operation. Latest ship
tracking information imply that in the week ending 22 April, loadings averaged 1.05 mb/d, around one
third less than the levels before the storm hit the terminal in early March.

Russian producers continue to face headwinds selling their crude. With the Ukrainian conflict now two
months old, Russian crude producers continue to face problems selling their barrels. The most obvious
manifestation of this has been Russian producers, notably Rosneft, issuing rare crude tenders for barrels
which would otherwise be already committed to third parties under long-term financing schemes.
Furthermore, initial reports suggest that these tenders are attracting few buyers due to Russian
producers’ insistence that the barrels be paid for in Roubles before the barrels can be lifted.

Another US refinery to close? Lyondell Basell Industries has announced that it will close its 264 kb/d
Houston refinery by the end of next year. This comes after the company has unsuccessfully tried to find a
buyer for the plant as it makes a strategic decision to exit refining and concentrate on its petrochemical
business. However, the plant might survive if a buyer can be found in the interim. On the other hand,
there are rumours swirling that three currently shuttered refineries may reopen over the coming months
in response to refining margins surging to multi-year highs and as Europe potentially faces a middle
distillate supply crisis over the summer months.

First US SPR winners announced. The US government has announced the winners from the first 30 mb lot
of its record breaking SPR sale. Twelve companies were awarded the crude which included US refiners
Valero (6.85 mb), Motiva Enterprises (4.05 mb), Exxon Mobil (2.75 mb), Phillips 66 (2.5 mb) and Marathon
Petroleum (2.4 mb). Meanwhile oil trader Glencore received 2.6 mb. This suggests that the majority of the
SPR crude will be refined in the US rather than exported. However, this should also mean that US crude
exports are supported as these refiners will process SPR crude which will leave more US crude available
for export. Latest US EIA data show that the US exported 4.3 mb/d in the week ending 15 April, the second
highest weekly level on record.

Singapore to offer lower fees to ships meeting IMO emissions targets. The Singapore Port Authority has
announced that, under its Green Ship Programme, it will offer Singapore-flagged ships exceeding the
IMO’s EEDI or propelled by a low- or zero-carbon fuel, a 20% saving on its annual tonnage tax and 50% off
the ship’s initial registration feeds. In order to qualify, a Singapore-flagged ship must exceed the EEDI
Phase 3 requirements by 10%. According to reports, the incentive will become available from May onwards
and will expire at end-2024.
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Fleet Statistics

Latest reported Time Charter Fixtures
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TANKER FLEET BREAKDOWN N° OF SHIPS TANKER ORDERBOOK N° OF SHIPS

> 19 YRS 15-19 YRS 10-14 YRS 5-9 YRS < 5 YRS IN SERVICE 2022 DELIVERED 2022 2023 2024 2025+ ON ORDER

VLCC/ULCC 108 107 249 171 223 858 13 35 15 3 0 53

SUEZMAX 78 99 170 128 166 641 19 29 8 2 0 39

AFRAMAX 92 177 214 58 114 655 8 23 20 4 3 50

LR2 19 41 132 104 114 410 6 10 33 2 0 45

PANAMAX 17 37 4 4 7 69 0 1 0 0 0 1

LR1 15 112 165 44 45 381 0 3 0 0 0 3

MR2 150 283 526 430 346 1735 19 68 50 10 3 131

MR1 96 181 130 76 14 497 0 1 0 0 0 1

TOTAL 575 1037 1590 1015 1029 5246 65 170 126 21 6 323

TANKER DELETIONS

TANKER DELIVERIES N° OF SHIPS DEMOLITION,LOSS AND CONVERSION N° OF SHIPS

1/2022 2/2022 3/2022 4/2022 1/2022 2/2022 3/2022 4/2022

VLCC/ULCC 3 1 7 2 VLCC/ULCC 1 0 2 0

SUEZMAX 8 4 5 2 SUEZMAX 2 0 0 2

AFRAMAX 4 1 3 0 AFRAMAX 4 0 3 2

LR2 3 1 2 0 LR2 1 0 1 1

PANAMAX 0 0 0 0 PANAMAX 0 1 0 1

LR1 0 0 0 0 LR1 0 0 0 1

MR2 8 1 7 3 MR2 3 0 3 2

MR1 0 0 0 0 MR1 2 0 1 2

TOTAL 26 8 24 7 TOTAL 13 1 10 11

$/day 1yr Trend 3yrs 5yrs

NON ECO $19 000 - -

ECO $26 000 $32 000 $35 000

ECO SCRB $31 000 $35 000 $37 000

NON ECO $19 000 - -

ECO $22 500 $24 500 $25 000

ECO SCRB $25 000 $26 500 $28 000

NON ECO $18 500 - -

ECO $22 500 $23 000 $24 000

ECO SCRB $24 500 $24 000 $24 500

NON ECO $18 000 - -

ECO $23 000 $23 500 $24 500

ECO SCRB $25 000 $24 500 $25 000

NON ECO $14 500 - -

ECO $20 000 $18 000 $19 000

ECO SCRB $22 000 $19 000 $20 000

NON ECO $14 000 - -

ECO $18 000 $16 500 $16 000

ECO SCRB $20 000 $17 500 $17 500

NON ECO $12 000 - -

ECO $14 000 $14 000 $14 500

ECO SCRB - - -

UP

STABLE

DOWN

DOWN

DOWN

STABLE

UP

MR2

MR1

VLCC

SUEZMAX

AFRAMAX

LR2

LR1

ENTRY DATE NAME OWNER TYPE BUILT DWT SCRUBBER DELIVERY ZONE PERIOD $/DAY CHARTERER COMMENTS

22/04/2022 OCEAN SPRING ? MR1 2009 40 960   MID APR EAST MONTFORT TBR HARRIS

22/04/2022 OCEAN WINTER HAFNIA MR2 2009 41 370   MID APR EAST CLEARLAKE TBR WISE

22/04/2022 PETROLIMEX 21 PETROLIMEX MR2 2010 45 942   MID APR EAST VITOL

22/04/2022 QUEEN CENTURY PERTAMINA MR2 2007 45 998   MID APR EAST CLEARLAKE

22/04/2022 GRAND ACE11 PANOCEAN MR2 2008 46 195   MID APR EAST 10-13 13 500              NORIENT

22/04/2022 BASHUNDHARA MALIKA BASHUNDHARA MR2 2003 46 219   MID APR EAST CLEARLAKE

22/04/2022 ELKA DELPHI ELKA MR2 2015 49 990   MID APR EAST VITOL

22/04/2022 ZHU JIANG ? MR2 2009 50 192   MID APR EAST MONTFORT TBR DESAILLY

22/04/2022 PS ROMA PREMUDA MR2 2011 51 063   MID APR WEST CLEARLAKE

22/04/2022 ALPINE PENELOPE OCEAN GOLD LR1 2008 74 471   MID APR WEST 1-3 TRAFIGURA

22/04/2022 ENERGY CENTAUR GOLDEN ENERGY LR1 2008 74 995   MID APR EAST CLEARLAKE

22/04/2022 SUNNY LION MODI LR1 2007 74 999   MID APR EAST TRAFIGURA

21/04/2022 BEKS ATLANTICA BEKS AFRA 2006 114 896 MID APR SPORE EIGER

21/04/2022 ADAFERA GNMTC AFRA 2004 105 215 MID APR EMED EIGER

21/04/2022 MIKINE GMS AFRA 2002 106 000 MID APR WEST 3 CORAL

21/04/2022 AQUAFREEDOM UNISEA SUEZ 2022 156 800 MID APR EAST CLEARLAKE
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Latest Prices and Freight Rates
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Second Hand Tanker Prices

VLCC  305,000 dwt 5yrs old Aframax 105,000 dwt 5yrs old MR Product 51,000 dwt 5yrs old
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Newbuilding Tanker Prices
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